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ABSTRACT i 

SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION AND DISPLAY OF LEFT 

VENTRICULAR FUNCTION FOR PET IMAGES 

Uy 

NASSER KEHTARNÀVAZ 

A recently developed camera referred to by tbe name PET (Positron 

Emission Tomography) allows the biochemical activity associated with an 

organ inside the body to be viewed without surgical intervention. The 

organ considered for the present study is the heart and the goal of the 

thesis is to aid detecting the coronary artery diseases at an early 

stage. 

For this purpose* a three dimensional object of the left ventricle 

is formed from an available set of two-dimensional image slices gen¬ 

erated by PET. An automatic boundary detection algorithm outlines the 

object surface and assigns appropriate intensity values to the surface 

points. The surface is then rotated with the long axis of the heart in a 

vertical position, allowing the myocardium to be viewed from different 

angles around the heart. Such a display of activity is shown to be an 

effective way of presenting the functional behavior of the myocardium. 
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CHAPTER 1 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

In medicine it is essential that the abnormal biochemical activity 

associated with an organ be observed directly and as early as possible. 

One of the techniques used for this purpose is Positron Emission 

Tomography(PET). PET is a medical imaging technique which produces a set 

of two-dimensional (2D) images of an organ inside the body. Each image 

corresponds to a specified cut through the organ. PhT images provide a 

regional description of the biochemical activity that is essential to 

the functioning of the organ. 

The organ considered for the present study is the heart. We are 

interested in aiding the diagnosis of myocardial ischemia» a disease 

caused oy the occlusion of the arteries supplying the heart muscle (myo¬ 

cardium) with oxygen and other nutrients. Heart attacks could be the 

result of such a disease. 

The activity distribution in the 2D heart images under study are 

not easily visualized. In this thesis, we present an alternative way of 

showing the activity distribution in the myocardium such that an 

observer can easily visualize it. 

Towards the above goal» a three-dimensional (3D) display is to be 

made from the available set of 2D images. The 3D display is required to 

represent the biochemical activity m the myocardium on the structural 

frame of the left ventricle. In other words» we would like to detect the 



2 
boundaries of the left ventricle and further represent the myocardium 

activity on the outer boundary* The outer boundary or surface can then 

be displayed for any desired viewing angle* In this way» the displayed 

surface not only contains both functional» i.e* metabolic» and struc¬ 

tural information of the 2D images » but also it gives a thorough 

regional description of the abnormality in the myocardium* It is also 

desired that the display be in pseudo-color so that small variations in 

biochemical activity» which cannot be detected by the eye on a black- 

and-white CRT display» become fully illustrated* 



1.2. HISTORICAL REVIEW 3 

In the light of the recent technological achievements» it can be 

said that computers are changing nearly every aspect of human life* 

Medicine is no exception to this change* In the tield of medical imag¬ 

ing» tue computers are helping researchers and physicians to visualize 

the internal structure of the human body» enabling them to diagnose more 

precisely* To fully realize the impact of computers in this field» it 

may be interesting to note that imaging procedures volume in hospitals 

have expanded at almost eight percent annually from 1973 to 1980 [1]* 

One of the imaging procedures wnich has been paid much attention 

recently is the problem of 3D display. This problem is studied in this 

thesis* A 3D display conveys additional information in terms of overall 

pattern of a defect; it also makes the task of image interpretation 

easier for an observer. 

The differences between the present study and what has already been 

implemented by Herman » Liu and Udupa [2]» [3], [41 for 3D display of 

organs» lie in the following facts: 

1) The PET images under our consideration have a lower spatial resolu¬ 

tion (*25cm/pixel) compared with the transmission images used by Herman, 

Liu «nd Udupa (*08cm/pixel)• 

2) For PET images» we cannot employ the displayed intensity for shading 

as a means of 3D perception* This is due to the nature of PET images. 

Basically» PET images attempt to measure a physiological parameter» 

namely the uptake of an administered compound within an organ; whereas 

transmission images attempt to measure a physical parameter, namely the 



attenuation coefficient. In other terms» in PET imaging» ve are more 

interested in functional information rather than structural information. 

Hence» it is essential that the intrinsic intensity information be 

preserved for the 3D display» and not be modified by any aaditional 

shading. 

3) As will be discussed later» no thresholding technique for boundary 

detection is acceptable for PET images under consideration. 

1.3. THESIS ARRANGEMENT 

Ve begin our study in chapter 2 by introducing the different 

aspects of PET imaging. Basically» this chapter lays the ground work for 

understanding and thus interpreting the images. The solution to the 

problem developed in this thesis is presented in chapter 3. Sections 3.2 

and 3.3 of this chapter explain the preliminary steps taken to set up 

the necessary conditions for the boundary detection algorithm. Section 

3.4 reviews the proposed boundary detection techniques and further 

includes the technique applied to the images under our consideration. 

Chapter 3 ends with section 3.5 on the display of the detected ooundary. 

Finally» chapter 4 discusses the accuracy of the display in terms of its 

quantitative information. 



CHAPTER 2 5 

BACKGROUND 

2.1. PET IMAGING TECHNIQUE 

To gain insight into the nature of the images involved here» it is 

useful to have some basic concepts about the PET imaging technique. In 

this technique» a short-lived labeled chemical compound (isotope)» known 

as the tracer» with the desired biological activity for the organ under 

study» in our case Rb-82 for the Heart» is administered to the patient. 

Such short-lived isotopes are generated with a cyclotron wnich is 

installed in the vicinity of the PET scanner. 

The radioactive isotope associated with the tracer decays by emit¬ 

ting positrons. The emitted positrons combine with nearby electrons in 

the heart tissue in a 2-3mm range. As the result of such combination» 

two gamma rays with total energy of about 1 Mev are generated. This 

energy is equally divided between two gamma rays wnich fly off in very 

nearly opposite directions. Such events are recorded by a circular array 

of detectors (a detector ring) outside the patient's body as shown in 

Fig.2.1. When two detectors record an event simultaneously or within a 

small time interval» one assumes that the annihilation took place some- 

wnere along the line joining these two detectors. 

The coincident gamma rays recorded by pairs of opposite defectors 

(180 degrees apart) are used to reconstruct a set of cross-sectional 

images of the heart. A detector ring identifies a series of straight 

lines» all in a single plane. This information is then used to generate 
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the activity sources in that plane. For more details refer to [S]« The 

PET scanner used in our study possesses 5 detector rings; for each ring 

a slice is formed. 

Besides the detector ring$t a PET unit contains the electronic cir¬ 

cuitry associated vith the detectors and a mechanical motor to move the 

rings ooth along Z and about X axes. A PET scanner is shown in picture 

2.lt and Fig.2.2 illustrates how a patient is positioned in the scanner. 

(For more details see [6] and [71). 
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5 Detector rings 



2.2. EXPERIMENTAL PREPARATION 10 

In this section a brief explanation of the experimental preparation 

for imaging procedure is given to increase our knowledge about the 

images from an interpretation point of view. This work is carried out 

by the cardiology group at the university of Texas medical school. For 

the details of the method refer to [8]. 

The blood flow in one of the arteries supplying the left ventricle 

of a dog is artificially occluded by inflating a balloon already 

implanted in the dog's body. Such a reduction in tlow would decrease the 

uptake of the radioactive isotope» already administered to the dog» to 

some part of the left ventricle. This can be looked at as an artificial 

way oi generating a stenosis. (See Fig.2.3;. For example» what might 

happen is» under stress» higher blood flow is demanded by the heart mus-* 

cle wnich cannot be supplied to the muscle parts influenced oy the 

stenosis» and a heart attack occurs. 

After the imaging process» the change of uptake shows itself as a 

change in intensity. Therefore» the intensity seen in the images can be 

related to the severity of the stenosis and the amount ot blood flow. 

Further» the intensity difference between the healthy and the underper¬ 

fused parts would give an indication of where the perfusion defect is 

and how badly the left ventricle is affected. In other terms» the 

regional blood flow can be examined. 
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Figure 2.3 - Illustrates relative change in the intensi 

(right) and abnormal (left) areas of blood 

higher uptake 

y between normal 

flow [9] 



2.3. DATA ACQUISITION AND IMAGE FORMATION 12 

The following processing is performed on the collected events to 

reconstruct the image siices : 

1) normalization (non uniformity of the detectors9 response)* 

2) attenuation correction (absorption of events by the 

surrounding tissues and environment)* 

3) wobble correction (non-uniformity of linear sampling) and 

4) backprojaction and noise reduction. 

The processing is carried out on a VAX 11/750 computer with 2M 

bytes of main memory and 900M bytes of disc space at the Division of 

cardiology of the University ot Texas Medical School. The time required 

for the computer to perform the above processing is between 6 to 10 

hours. The number of counts per pixel varies from a lew to a thousand 

depending on the type of body that is imaged* the amount of radioac¬ 

tivity administered* and the imaging time. 

The 3D source activity distribution can be modeled as a Poisson 

point process* assuming that the probability ot occurrence is small and 

constant. The number of counts . for each pixel is taken to be the 

expected value tor that pixel. Knowing that the variance and the 

expected value are the same for a Poisson distribution, the noise (stan¬ 

dard deviation) of the original activity * i.e. before backprojection 

and filtering* would be the square root of the number of counts. 

(Mathematical details in [10]). The behavior of signal to noise ratio 

of the reconstructed images due to the uncertainty. in the measurments of 

the events is treated in [111. 
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A typical set of left ventricular data with pseudo-color enhance¬ 

ment added is shown in picture 2.2. From the 9 slices shown here » 5 are 

straight-on slices and 4 are cross slices, i.e. the slices formed 

between the straight-on slices. The color associated with each point 

represents the degree of the biochemical activity for that point in the 

following order: white(highest)• red, yellow, green, blue, magenta, 

blackdowest ) • 

As can be observed, the 2D images of the left ventricle resemble a 

toroidal shape. The slices are of size 128*128 pixels with 1$ 

bits/pixel. The slices shown nere are also gated to include the dias¬ 

tolic period, i.e. the events are taken only for the time period the 

heart shape changes least. Although in this way less statistics is 

available to do the reconstruction, the blurring effect of the heart 

motion is considerably reduced. 
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2.4. PRELIMINARY IMAGE ANALYSIS 
15 

Before launching into the solution of the problem» it is generally 

helpful to obtain more information about the images to be studied. For 

this purpose we consider the intensity» density» and frequency informa¬ 

tion of the images. 

Fig.2.4 shows a relief diagram of a typical slice. In this diagram 

the defect can be seen to have lower intensity values than the healthy 

part of the muscle. The histogram of the same slice is shown in Fig.2,5, 

Note that no modality is observed on this histogram. The horizontal and 

vertical profiles of the 2D Fourier transform are also shown m Fig.2.6 

, As can be seen» most of the information lies in the lower frequencies. 

It is worth pointing out that the figures shown above represent 

typical properties of the image slices» and no significant change is 

observed when the size or severity of the defect alters 
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CHAPTER 3 19 

THE SOLUTION 

3.1. GENERAL PROCEDURE 

For the surface reconstruction of the left ventricle» the first 

step would be to construct a 3D object of the entire left ventricle. Due 

to the intensity assignment problem discussed later» and the low resolu¬ 

tion of PET images» the triangular tiles method widely used in graphics» 

or any other similar methods cannot be employed for this purpose. The 3D 

object construction» however» can be performed by interpolating a number 

ot slices between the original slices. It is worth pointing out that 

since the shape of the heart varies slow enough» the interpolation pro¬ 

cess works well (i.e. undersampling is acceptable) except in apex 

region. 

The next and most important step would then be the extraction ot 

boundaries and quantitative data from all the above slices. Hence» we 

need to develop a boundary detection algorithm capable of detecting 

closed edges and flow activity for anyone of the slices. In this algo¬ 

rithm* we would like to use the a priori knowledge that we nave about 

the images as much as possible. 

The solution is completed by the 3D display of the detected boun¬ 

dary or surface. At this stage» the intensity assignment of the surface 

points should be carried out in such a way that the blood activity 

inside the muscle is represented on the surface. 



3.2. SLICE INTERPOLATION 20 

The number of slices to be interpolated depends on how many slices 

are available originally. At this point* it is worth mentioning that 

wnen the Z motion of the PET scanner is introduced* 18 rather than 9 

slices would be available. In the case the data consists of 9 slices* 

three slices are needed to be interpolated • whereas starting with lb 

slices requires only one interpolation. This is simply determined by 

the following equation: 

wnere pixel dimension is .25cm and Z-dimension of the left ventricle is 

about 9cm. In this manner* the 3D object to be displayed is represented 

by a three-dimensional array of volume elements (voxels) of size .25cm. 

Now. let us see how the interpolation is performed. It is essential 

to note that each of the original slices contains the information from a 

number of slices to be interpolated. This is due to tne fact that a 

detector collects all the events that hit its surface* no matter what 

their directions are. Mathematically* we have: 

For k * 1,2,3*4,5 

In this equation* a(x*y*z) represents a slice and a^(x,y) is the avail¬ 

able weighted sum of the slices along Z direction falling between -L/2 

and L/2* where L is the scaled dimension of a detector. The exponential 

term takes into consideration the intrinsic response of the detectors. 

Therefore, the interpolation can be viewed as the act of spreading out 

number of slices to be interpolated = 

Z-dimension of the left ventricle 

- 1 
number of slices * pixel dimension 



21 the compressed information in a^(x,y)* along Z direction. 

To find ont what sort of interpolation is appropriate» the intrin¬ 

sic response of the detectors must be considered. This response can be 

approximated to be a triangle. For more details see [12]. In order to 

reduce the amount of computer memory» the triangular response is under- 

sampled. Consequently* the response» as taken in the previous equation» 

resembles a Gaussian. 

The distance between any two adjacent responses» including the 

cross slices» is about 1cm. Adding all the responses together would give 

a response close to a straight line with the consideration that the 

dimension (diameter) of a detector is about 2cm. (See Fig.3.1). This 

suggests that the interpolation can be carried out in a linear fashion. 

The intensity (g) for each pixel of an interpolated slice is found from 

g » yg^ + (l-yîgj* where 8^ and %2 aro the intensity °* *ke correspond¬ 

ing pixels in the two adjacent original slices and y is the portion of 

the distance of the interpolated slice from the first original slice. 

See appendix 0 for the algorithm. Picture 3.1 shows the interpolated 

slices together with the original slices. 
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Total 

• Figure 3.1 - Illustrates the total response of the detectors 

Figure 3.2 - Left ventricle longitudinal view 
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3.3. PATIENT ORIENTATION PROBLEM 24 

By looking at different sets of slices» it is noticed that not all 

the slices resemble a toroidal shape. Farther» for the slices which do 

so the heart muscle is thicker at one side than the other. It is» there-* 

fore» concluded that the slices have not been taken perpendicular to the 

long axis of the heart as they should have been. This is basically due 

to the variation of the heart orientation inside the body from patient 

to patient» making it difficult» even with the help of a physiologist» 

to get the patient into a position such that the long axis of the heart 

is perpendicular to the imaging plane. 

To get closer to this correct orientation or positioning» the 

slices are first stacked on top of one another » i.e. a three- 

dimensional image matrix is formed trom the two dimensional images. 

Then» the resultant reconstructed object is rotated until more symmetri¬ 

cal toroidal shapes are obtained when it is sliced along the long (Z) 

axis. (For the 3D rotation see appendix A). The amount and order of 

rotation is visually estimated from the shape of the slices. See appen¬ 

dix D for the algorithm. 

It is worth pointing out that the slices near the valve plane 

should not be used for such estimation since» as dissection of a dog's 

heart reveals» this part of the left ventricle is thicker at one side 

than the other. (See Fig.3.2 and Picture 3.2). Thus» no matter what the 

heart orientation would be» more events are collected at one side than 

the other for these slices 
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3.4. EDGE DETECTION 26 

3.4.1. PREVIOUS WORE BY OTHER INVESTIGATORS 

An essential task in reconstructing the surface is the detection of 

boundaries on each slice. The desired edge detection technique is the 

one that makes the maximum use of tke a priori knowledge about the 

images. Clearly» in this way more accurate results would be obtained. 

a) Standard Techniques 

Several edge detection methods have been described oy Rosenfeld and 

Kak [13]. Pratt [14] also presents several more standard edge detection 

methods. These methods basically utilize a threshold to decide whether a 

point belongs to an edge or not after some operator has been applied to 

the image. The most commonly used method is the gradient method. Gra¬ 

dient is an operator which responds strongly to rapid changes in pixel 

values or edges. Laplacian» Prewitt» Sobel and Kirsch are other common 

operators wnich respond differently to edges and other features of an 

image. For example» the Laplacian operator responds more strongly to 

points and lines than edges. The choice of a suitable operator depends 

on the image features that are to be extracted. 

In ail the above cases» the detected edges are very much dependent 

on a set threshold. Hence» for noisy images» such as some types of 

nuclear medical images» the above threshold algoritnms detect non¬ 

boundary points wnere there are abrupt changes due to the noise. Conse¬ 

quently» the final result consists of short scattered curve segments. 

For example» Picture 3.3 shows the result when the gradient operator is 
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used* Although the gaps between these segments can be filled in by some 

gap tilling algorithm» there is no unique way of doing so* Besides» as 

shown in Picture 3*3» existence of a segment depends on the threshold 

value. Therefore» since we are interested in anatomy of the left ven¬ 

tricular slices» regardless of the presence of a defect or defects» any 

threshold dependent technique is unacceptable tor our set of images. 

b) Segmentation Techniques 

Gonzalez and Wintz [13] suggest a point dependent boundary detec¬ 

tion technique based on the image histogram* In their approach» the his¬ 

togram of an image is thought of as the image probability density func¬ 

tion (pdf)» where this pdf is approximated by a number of Gaussians* 

The parameters for these Gaussians are estimated from the histogram via 

either a maximum liklihood or minimum mean square error technique. 

Then» the above Gaussians are divided into different segments by setting 

a number of thresholds* The optimal positions of the thresholds are 

found from the detection theory tor the minimum probability of error* 

However» since the histograms of the image slices under our considera¬ 

tion are not bimodal or multimodal» this technique for edge detection is 

not possible in our case. 

Another segmentation means of edge detection is by the template 

method [16]* In this method» different versions of the edge to be 

detected are compared with the image* If the match is sufficiently 

close» the template edge is labeled as the image edge* This method 

suffers from the fact that an enormous number of templates are required 

to do the match» because of the large number of edge orientations in a 

slice 



c) Signal Processing Techniques 29 

The snatched filter used extensively in radar and sonar can be used 

for edge detection [17]• The matched filter is a filter vhich measures 

the degree of correlation between the image and a reference model image. 

Maximum correlation corresponds to the best match from wnich the edges 

can be determined. In our case* since the reference model is vaguely 

known» the matching procedure would not be consistent when all the 

slices are considered. 

Estimation theory can be implemented as a signal processing 

approach to edge detection. However» for this approach the object» the 

background and the noise must be statistically characterized. Nahi et 

al [18] proposes such a technique for noisy images. For our set of 

images» a number of linear and non linear transfer functions such as the 

resolution of the camera» attenuation of the source» scattering» spatial 

and temporal nonuniformity of the collected events » and high stochastic 

noise component due to the background» are involved which must be 

characterized. This makes the edge detection procedure unnecessarily 

complicated. 

d) Adaptive Techniques 

Cahill [19] has introduced an adaptive threshold technique for 

nuclear images called the nearest neighborhood algorithm (NNA). In his 

algorithm» although he sets a threshold to decide whether a point belong 

to an edge or not» he makes the set threshold dependent on the intensity 

variation of the nearby points. In addition» he compares NNA to several 

of the standard methods already mentioned. He has used three criteria 

for evaluating the best edge detection technique. These include: 1) the 
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measured area of the images» 2) the sensitivity of each method to the 

threshold» 3) the preservation of the geometrical shape. He concludes 

that the Sobel and Kirsch operators would give reasonable results at 

high number of counts per pixel but would not give satisfactory results 

for nuclear medical images whose number of counts is low. Further» for 

clinical studies» he adds that none of the standard methods he has 

applied would consistently detect the edges except for NNA. 

Cooper et al [20] and [21] have formulated the problem of object 

boundary detection in noisy images as a maximum likelihood estimation 

problem. In his approach» the boundary is broken down into edge ele¬ 

ments and then a probability is assigned to each edge element. By maxim¬ 

izing the probability defined on the entire boundary» the true boundary 

is detected. Further» since an enormous number of combinations for the 

edge elements is possible» he has developed a tracking technique to 

increase the algorithm rate of convergence in terms of the computation 

time. 

This approach to edge detection is motivated by a similar heuristic 

search algorithm introduced by Martelli [22]. Martelli formulates a 

cost xunction for the boundary and then minimizes this cost function by 

a graph search technique. The minimum value of the cost function 

corresponds to the true boundary. Martellifs approach is based on the 

work of Montanari [23] where the minimization of the cost function is 

performed via dynamic programming. 

Although the above adaptive techniques may appear to be appropriate 

methods of edge detection for our set of images» they lack the ability 

to extract the quantitative data in the slices. In other words» in 
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these methods only the location of the edges are obtained and not the 

activity between the edges. The latter is required to identify a defect 

or defects in the slices, 

e) Parameter Estimation Techniques 

Another approach to edge detection is based on fitting an edge 

model with unknown parameters to the image. By minimizing some distance» 

usually mean square error» between the model and the image the parame¬ 

ters wnich include the edges are determined. The minimization can be 

performed either in Hilbert space by a number of basis functions as 

implemented by Huckel [24] and [25] or by an iterative non-linear least 

squares method as first implemented by Marquardt [26], In these methods» 

we are able to introduce as many parameters as needed for both edge 

locations and activity levels, AH' other techniques are less dependent 

on object morphology» and hence» use less of the a priori knowledge 

known about the object. In the next section» we explain how the Mar¬ 

quardt estimation method is used as part of the edge detection pro¬ 

cedure. 



3,4.2. TEE METHOD USED IN THE CURRENT STUDY 32 

a) Preliminary Steps 

Fig.3.3a and 3.3b illustrate two cuts taken at perpendicular angles 

through the center of mass of the slice shown in Fig.2.4. These pro* 

files are the noisy spreaded versions of the model profile shown in 

Fig.3.4. The model profile consists of two muscle walls on both sides 

of a blood pool (chamber) region. As shown in the model» the activity in 

the muscle regions is higher than the blood activity in the chamber 

region. A^» A^ and A^ represent the activity levels in the muscle» the 

chamber» and the muscle respectively, and represent the 

thicknesses or dimensions of the above three regions in the same order. 

is an offset to indicate the profile position in the picture. The 

smoothing observed in Fig.3.3a and 3.3b is caused by the convolution 

effect of the detectors intrinsic resolution and the reconstruction 

filter of the imaging system. The impulse response of the reconstruc¬ 

tion filter is approximated to be a Gaussian of full-width-half-maximum 

(FffHM) of 1.5cm (standard deviation a ■ 1.5/2.5 » .6cm). (Refer to 

15]). 

It can be noticed that the problem of edge detection in 2D can be 

viewed as the problem of edge detection in ID by locating the edge 

points on a profile» bearing in mind that a ID model has the following 

advantages over a 2D model: 

1) A collection of ID models would give a more accurate description of 

the structure» since the chamber position may vary with respect to the 

surrounding muscle 
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2) If using a 2D model# the number of data points is squared and also a 

larger number of parameters would be required to describe the model. 

This would increase the computation time considerably. 

To make all the profiles consistent» the symmetry property of the 

image slices is utilized. This can be achieved by defining a center 

where ail the profiles are taken through it with various slopes or 

angles. The defined center is shifted to the center of the image matrix 

so that the algorithms to be developed can be applied in a more 

straightforward manner to any slice. Picture 3.4 shows some of the 

lines along which the profiles may be taken. The lines are generated via 

the DDA algorithm [27]. 

The model shown in Fig.3.4 is characterized by 7 parameters» 4 

indicating the edge locations» and 3 indicating the activity level in 

each region. For the slices taken at the apex we only need to consider 5 

parameters since these slices do not intersect the chamber. However» 

this is a special case of the above with the width and activity of the 

chamber equated to zero. Therefore, before any parameter estimation, a 

recognition procedure of the profile pattern must be carried out to dis* 

tinguish between these two cases. 

This can be achieved by first smoothing out the noise and then by 

comparing the maximum values on either side of the center point with the 

center point. If both maximum values are greater than the intensity of 

* 

the center point, 4 edges are to be detected, otherwise only 2 edges are 

to be expected. 

There are two points worth mentioning here: 

1) The model considered possesses sharp transitions at the muscle- 
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chamber boundaries. However» because of the heart motion and partial 

volume problems (i.e. when the heart is not imaged perpendicular to its 

long axis)» the boundaries would be smoother than what is indicated in 

the model* As pointed out earlier» the main reason these problems have 

not been resolved yet is due to the lack of our knowledge about the 

heart orientation inside the body* 

2) It is assumed that the blood flow is uniform in the muscle regions* 

In reality» the blood flow in the heart muscle» as in any other physio¬ 

logical tissue» is non-uniform. This non-uniformity has not so far been 

characterized. However» even if the flow characteristics were available» 

the transition regions could not have been distinguished because of the 

system's intrinsic low resolution (8mm FWHM). 

b) Parameter Estimation 

Convolving the model with the reconstruction filter would give data 

comparing values F of length N (size of the images under consideraion)» 

(see Fig.3.5) specified by: (See the derivation in appendix B) 

i Vwi 
F = “ [ -A bi-erfc(' _ ,co) 
1 2 1 \l2<x 

V12 
+A., bi-erfc( ,°°) 

1 \ l2er 

VW2 
-A. bi-erfc( X_—,“>) 

2 \l2a 

VW3 
+A, bi-erfc «) 

2 \ 12<x 

Vw3 
-A. bi-erf c( ' _—,®) 

3
 \ |2<T 

X -W 
+A, bi-erfc,00) 

3 \ 12a 
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where X^ * i, for i = 1,2,...N , and 39 

bi-erfc is defined as: 

bi-erfc(tl,t2) * *■“ exp(-Y^) dy for t2>tl 

\In Jtl 

The parameter adjustment algorithm in the Marquardt method is given by 

k+1 k , XTT . - ,-l -T 
a - a a - L J J + |i i ] J a 

where a s the parameter vector of size 7 

at the kth iteration, 

a s the error vector of size N; 

a = £ - X (data). 

3e, 
J * N*7 Jacobian matrix [T—^3 » 

8aj 

I 3 7*7 identity matrix, and 

]i » the Levenberg multiplier limiting 

the size of changes in a* 

(See the derivation in appendix C) 

The above equation minimizes the mean square error E 3 l/2a a by 

modeling the function a with a linearized function in a region specified 

by The parameter changes found by the above equation are added to 

their respective original values and the process is repeated until the 

Il£-Xl 12 
relative error "JJpJ]— reduces to less than the square root of the 

using machine epsilon. This corresponds to stopping whenever the left 



half of the digits F and Y agree 40 

The important point to note here is the divergence of the iterates 

when the linearized fonction does not adequately represent the function 

e. For the algorithm to be globally convergent* the initial parameter 

values must be close to the true values. In the next section, a starter 

method has been developed to find reasonably close initial values. As a 

result, fewer iterations are required and the process is speeded up 

towards the final goal. 

When the non-linear least squares (NL2) algorithm mentioned above 

is used, a singular convergence state is reached. This is due to the 

fact that some of the top and bottom rows of the Jacobian are zeros. 

However, it is possible to disregard these points, because they do not 

carry with them much information, i.e. they have little influence on 

the parameters. Hence, a smaller well-behaved Jacobian is used for the 

NL2 algorithm. This is achieved by comparing the norms of the rows of 

the Jacobian, as a measure of parameter dependency, with the maximum 

value of the norms. The rows taken into consideration would be the ones 

which have norms greater than some small percentage (say .1) of the max¬ 

imum value. 

Fig.3.6 illustrates the convergence process and Fig.3.7 displays a 

typical noisy profile together with the fitted and model curves. 

c) Starter Method 

The edge points on a profile can be taken to be the inflection 

points. The inflection points are the points where the second derivative 

is zero, and correspond to the maximum rate of change of shape on the 

profile. Due to the discrete nature of the profiles, finding the second 
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derivative via successive differencing is not accurate enough. The accu¬ 

racy can he increased by fitting a curve to the profile points. In other 

words» the noise is reduced by the smoothing effect of the curve fitting 

process. The curve considered is a quadratic fitted via least squares 

method to a moving window positioned on the profile. Needless to say 

that we should disregard the profile points of zero intensity values on 

the second derivative curve » since the second derivatives for these 

points are zero. 

At this stage» there is still a possibility» resulting from the 

background activity» that the smallest values detected on the second 

derivative of a profile do not correspond to the edge points on that 

profile. To eliminate such a possibility» two actions are taken. 

Firstly» background subtraction is performed on the image slices. 

Secondly» since approximate values for the physical dimensions of a left 

ventricle are known (see Fig.3.8)» some of the background activity is 

eliminated by extracting the left ventricular portion of the image 

slices. The extraction is performed by defining circles of radius 20 

pixels (5cm) around the defined centers. For the slices constituting the 

apex» the radius is taken to be 15 pixels (3.75cm). 

Another problem to be taken care of is the fact that the second 

derivative at the edge points may not necessarily be zero» again because 

of the discrete nature of the profile data. To solve this problem, only 

two or four smallest values» depending on the number of edge points 

expected» are considered on the second derivative curve. Furthermore» 

to rule out the chance of detecting two edge points next to each other» 

a neighborhood of distance 1 is disregarded about each detected edge 

point. (See Fig.3.9). 
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Figure 3.8 - Typical dimensions of a dog's left ventricle 
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d) 2D Edge Formation 46 

Now* we need to connect tie detected edge points on one profile to 

the adjacent one in the right order. So far, we have detected the coor¬ 

dinates of the edge points regardless of the order in which they appear. 

To achieve the correct ordering of the edge points, the j values (y- 

coordinates) of the edge points are sorted from minimum to maximum for 

any profile taken at any angle; whereas the i values (x-coordinates) are 

sorted in the same order only for the profiles taken at angles less than 

90 degrees# For the profiles at angles greater than 90 degrees the i 

values are sorted from maximum to minimum# In this way i and j values 

become matched# (See Fig.3,10). 

For display purposes, it is required to obtain connected edges. 

This can be achieved either by making the profile angle in steps of 1 or 

2 degrees or by considering the profiles at 10, 20 or 30 degrees and 

interpolating straight lines between the adjacent detected edge points# 

The latter is a better approach since less computation time is needed 

and the introduced digitization noise on the edge is also smoothed out# 

Picture 3#Sa illustrates the detected edges of the slice shown in 

Fig.3#5b# 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that it is feasible to trace the 

edges manually using the available graphic plane of the image processing 

system. However, because of the human interaction involved, this 

approach is not desirable# 
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Figure 3.10 - 2D edge formation 

Intensity averaging region 

Figure 3.11 - Surface points intensity assignment 
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3.5. 3D COLOR DISPLAY 50 

3.5.1. INTENSITY ASSIGNMENT 

The surface to he displayed is the portion of the left ventricle 

from the apex to the valve plane. As mentioned earlier* we are 

interested in representing the muscle functional information on this 

surface. For displaying the surface* we have to assign appropriate 

intensity values to the surface points* i.e. the outer edge points* in 

order to show the activity in the muscle. 

Assigning intensity values of the surface points to themselves 

would block our sight into the muscle* because the intensity of the sur¬ 

face points do not give a thorough representation of the activity inside 

the muscle. To improve the representation of this functional informa¬ 

tion* the average intensity of a region inside the muscle is assigned to 

a surface point. By doing so* we superimpose the functional information 

on the detected structure. 

The region for which the intensity averaging is performed can have 

different shapes and sizes. However* we should select a region which 

includes the whole thickness of the muscle and not a portion of it. A 

line joining the outer and the inner edge points would seem to be a good 

choice. However* since no overlap occurs between the lines* the varia¬ 

tion of the intensity on the surface would look noisy. Knowing that the 

intensity variation in the muscle is gradual* a larger region as shown 

in Fig.3.11 is considered to add uniformity to the displayed functional 

information. 
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From the coordinates of the vertices of the specified region» it is 

possible to decide whether a given point (x*y) lies inside or outside 

this region by counting the number of the intersections of the boun¬ 

daries with an imaginary line extended from the point (x,y) to the far 

point (-«♦y). If the number of intersections is odd» tne point (x»y) 

lies inside the region; otherwise it lies outside. The speed of the 

algorithm can be increased by considering only the pixels that lie 

inside the box specified by the maximum and minimum coordinate values of 

the vertices. (For more details see [28]). 

If we are only interested to observe the left ventricle activity 

distribution regardless of its structure* the surface points can be 

taken to be the maximum points on the profiles. Further» tne intensity 

assignment to such surface points can be done by assigning the average 

intensity of a region around them. This region could be a circle to con¬ 

tain an equal number of points for each surface point. Clearly» the 

larger this region gets» the smoother the intensity variation on the 

surface would become 



3.5.2. 3D PERCEPTION 52 

At this point» let ns consider how 3D perception of the surface is 

to he achieved. This can be done by displaying the walls together with 

the top slice (valve plane slice) in such a way that a contour of zero 

intensity at the outer edge of this slice separates the two surfaces. 

However» no intensity is assigned to this slice since all parts of it» 

rather than its outer edge» is viewed. Furthermore» because of our 

interest only in the activity of the muscle» the chamber activity seen 

on this slice is equated to zero for the inner edge region. 

To display the reconstructed surface on a screen» first the recon¬ 

structed object is rotated for a specified amount of rotation about Z 

and X axes to get the top slice to be visible. Then» the hidden sur¬ 

faces are removed by finding the nearest points of the surface (the 

visible portion) from one of the projecting planes XZ front» XZ back» XY 

top» XT bottom, YZ right and YZ left. 

In displaying the visible portion of the surface, orthogonal pro¬ 

jection is used in the following way. For each raster scan (row) on the 

screen, the nearest points to the screen of the corresponding slice are 

found, where the screen is positioned on one of the above mentioned 

planes. The nearest points search for a slice is carried out on a column 

by column or row by row basis. The final result would then be the 

intensity mapping of all the visible or nearest points to the screen. 

Picture 3.6a and 3.6b illustrate the reconstructed surface for two oppo¬ 

site viewing angles. 

To show the flow activity in the* muscle, global intensity normali¬ 

zation of the slices is employed. However, we must bear in mind that 
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55 
due to the partial volume and sensitivity problems the uptake of the 

radioactive isotope may appear different for each slice. Under such cir¬ 

cumstances» local intensity normalization» i.e. slice normalization 

with respect to itself» is employed to show the localization of the 

defect. This is an acceptable operation since the ratio of the defect 

activity to the normal activity remains almost constant for any slice. 

See appendix D for the algorithm. 

Finally» it would be of help for a viewer to visualize the left 

ventricular activity distribution» if some animation is introduced. For 

this purpose» the cine-mode capability of the image processing system is 

utilized to display the surface from 16 different viewing angles around 

the heart at short time intervals» with the long axis of the heart posi¬ 

tioned along Z direction. This would give the impression that the sur¬ 

face is being rotated. 

(See Picture 3.7). 
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CHAPTER 4 57 

DISPLAYED SURFACE ACCURACY 

The accuracy of the extracted model parameters» and hence of the 

reconstructed surface is limited by the following problems: 

1) Partial volume or orientation problem; requiring a different model 

shape than the one considered. 

2) Various heart motions which results in misclassifications of the col¬ 

lected events. 

3) Different scattering modes associated with the gamma rayes which adds 

a non-uniform background activity to the data. 

4) Non-uniformity of the activity in the myocardium; requiring a dif¬ 

ferent model shape for the muscle regions. 

5) Quantization errors due to the system poor resolution. 

(l)-(4) add further smoothness (other than the filters) to the 

data. It has been explained in the previous chapters how their effects 

can be minimized. To show the problem in (5)» the accuracy of the 

extracted myocardium width is examined by simulating a left ventricular 

profile taken at different slopes. The extracted myocardium width versus 

the actual (simulated) width is shown in graph 4.1. In this graph* The 

solid line represents the ideal behavior; whereas the broken line is the 

linear regression fit to the data points. It is observed that the data 

points are clustered near the ideal behavior with a correlation coeffi- 
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cient of r =.979. This gives an indication of the quantization error 

which is introduced at various stages of the algorithm. 



CHAPTER 5 60 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have developed a framework as well as a technique for displaying 

effectively the essential information content (location and size of the 

defect) of a set of 2D PET images» from which the following conclusions 

are drawn: 

1) The accuracy of the extracted quantitative data is confined by a 

number of problems associated with the imaging system. 

2) The information from a set of slices is usually difficult to inter¬ 

pret» especially when the heart orientation is not as expected; whereas 

integrating the essential information of the slices into a surface for¬ 

mat is much easier to understand. 

3) The 3D display conveys additional features in terms of overall shape 

and spatial organization of the biochemical activity within the left 

ventricle. 

4) Rotation of the surface such that it can be viewed from different 

angles» has been found to be an effective visual way of presenting the 

myocardial activity to the clinician. 
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3D ROTATION 

The coordinates x'»y’ and z' of a point col(x,y,z) wnich lias under¬ 

gone a rotation can be found from the following equation: 

coKx'.y'i z') = 8 col(x,y,z) 

where 8 (transformation matrix) is the product of the transformations 

SI,82 and 83 about X, Y and Z axes respectively, 8 » 81*82*83 . The order 

of rotation is determined by the multiplication sequence of K1.R2 and 

83. 

I 1 0 0 I 
81 (a degrees about X axis) » I 0 COS(a) -SIN(a) I 

I 0 SlN(a) COS(a) I 

I COS(p) 0 SIN(p) I 

82 (p degrees about Y axis) = I 0 1 0 I 
l-SIN(p) 0 COS(p) I 

I COS(y) —SIN(y) 0 I 

83 (y degrees about Z axis) = I SIN(y) COS(y) 0 I 
10 Oil 

In each of the above matrix equation* the input pixel may be mapped 

to a position between four output pixels (see Fig.C.la). If this occurs* 

The intensity of the output pixel can be divided* according to some 

interpolation rule* among the four output pixels surrounding it. How¬ 

ever* such an approach is undesirable since some input pixels might be 

mapped to positions outside the image boundary. Furthermore* each output 

pixel could be addressed several times. 
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Input point Output(rotated)point 

(x,y,z) Mapping 

(a) 

(x'.y'.z') 

Mapping 

1 y 
I <b) “I 

Figure C.l - (a),(b) Illustrate two mapping techniques 
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This problem can be resolved by mapping the output pixel into the 

input image (see Fig.C.lb). If an output pixel falls between four input 

pixel* the intensity of the output pixel is determined either by some 

interpolation algoritnm or by picking the nearest neighbor* In this 

way* the intensity of the output pixel is uniquely determined in one 

step* 

Therefore* the output (rotated) 3D image is scanned for the 

corresponding input points* The matrix equation now becomes: 

col(x*y*z) » R * col(x'*y#* z9) 
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DERIVATION OF RECONSTRUCTED MODEL PROFILE 

Convolving the model profile f^(x) shown in Fig.3.4 with the 

1 -*2 
impulse response of the imaging system f,(x) = —  exp(—r), would 

\|2no 2a 

give the reconstructed model profile f(x): 

f(x) * jt°(n f^(z)f^(x-z) dz 

—I (A [0(z-W ) - O(z-W-)] + 
\|2no J_" 1 1 2 

AjtOfz-Wj) - O(z-Wj)J + 

A3[©(Z-W3) - 0(z-W4)]) exp(
r<x~^- ) dz 

2a 

where 0(x) defines a step function at the origin. The above equation can 

be written as: 

f ( x ) = —I— [ r A. © ( z-W ) exp(~^*~ jjp1' 
\l2no J- 1 1 2a2 

') dz 

-f" A ©(z-W ) exp( ^ 1 ) dz 
J— 1 1 2o2 

+ r° A ©(z-W ) exp( ) 
J_“ 2 2 2o2 

-JT. a2 
e(z_w3) exp("t:'2L) 

2 a 

+f" A ©(z-W ) exp( (x_z) 

J— 3 3 2o2 

or equivalently, 

dz 

dz 

") dz 

-JT» A3 •<*-%) •*p(=**=2*-) dz ] 
2a 

f(x) = —hr [ C A exp( ^Xr-X^-) 
\l2nc JW1 1 2a2 

dz 
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-JT A dz 

W2 1 la 

+Jw A2 exp< ^X_2^"^ JW2 2 2a2 

■Ji. a2 exp(=IMI 

dz 

') dz 
2a 

*S, *3 dZ 

-C A3 9X*(:±~?~) dz ] 
2a 

Let “ ”= q, then dz = - \l2a dq , and substituting for dz in the above 
\l2a 

equation ve get: 

f(x) * —~— -\|2a [ A f* exp(-q2) dq 
\|2na 1 X~W1 

\l2a 

-
A
IJ:.W2 «

p(-^2) ** 

\l2a 

+A
2£-*2 

exp(_T,2) dT1 

\l2a 

'A2^-W3 
exp(_t,2) dTl 

\l2a 

d* 

\ lia 

-A3£_W e*p(-n2) dr, ] 
4 

\l2a 
2 pf 2 2 

Now, define bi-error-function(tl, t2) = —— exp(-q ) dq, where t2>tl. 
\I2 Jtl 

Therefore f(x) can be written as: 

1 - x-^l 
f (x) = ~ [ -À, bi-erf c(——,») 

21 \l2a 
X_W2 

+A, bi-erfc(   ,°°) 
1 \l2a 



X'W3 
+A, bi-erfc(—~,®) 

2 \l2c 
X"W3 

-A, bi-erfc(—®) 
3 \l2c 

X'W4 
+A_ bi-erfc(—~,°>) 

3 \|2«T 

Now, consider the equation: 

d 9(d 

h(g(u),u)|^ + 

[s (m)ah(n.u) 
du 

fs(u)i 
Jg(u) 

dq 

Using the above equation, the elements of the gradient of f(x) can be 

as: 

af (x) ^1 
aAj 2 

af(x) ^1 
9Aj 2 

9f<»> ^1 

x-W1 x-W, 
[bi-erfc(—- bi-erfc(—~,®) J 

\|2C \|2C 

dAj 

af(x) 
aw* 

x-W. x-W, 
[bi-erfc(—1~,®) - bi-erfc(—~,®) ] 

\l2c 
x-W, 

\|2C 

\ 12a 

\ 12c 

1 

(x) 

-A1 
  exP ( ;— 

\|2no 2c 

*»2 “ 2„2 

Mlil 
aw. 

9f(x) 
0W4 

A2 -(X-W3>' 
—-__T exp (  — 
\l2nc 2c 

A, -(x-W,)-4 

•) - —hr exp( f—) 
\|2nc 2c 

A3 "
(X_W

3
)2

1 

) - exp( ~ ) 
\ 12 nc 2c 

2 -(«-»4)‘ 
exp( z— 

A; 

\|2nc 
) 

2a 

Let f be the vector representing tbe sampled values of f(x). Then, the 

Jacobian of f.» used in the parameter estimation equation» is the sampled 

version of the above elements 
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DERIVATION OF PARAMETER ESTIMATION EQUATION 

Let e, m £ ” X where V and F are the sampled profile data and the 

sampled reconstructed model profile respectively. Let 2 he the parameter 

vector (a.. , a. ....a ). then £.(&) : Rm -> Rn. m is the number of param- 

eters and n is the number of samples. Considering the affine model 

of around ak for the kth iteration: 

+ J(fik> (a - &k> 

where M. (a) : Rm -> Rn, J(fi-) is the Jacobian of e(o- ), and n>m. 
k k “ k 

This is an overdetermined system for which there is no vector that 

satisfies M^(a) =* 0, i.e. there is no exact solution* To find a soin* 

tion g (a) « IlM^aHl^ is minimized. However» to make g(a) differenti¬ 

able the problem is converted to the following optimization (non-linear 

least squares) problem: 

minimize jI + (a “ a^llj 

aeRm 

Let Aa “ fi - ak* Geometrically this can be interpreted as» in the 

subspace spanned by the columns of J (J^'s) » find the closest point to 

the vector e* Hence» Aa must satisfy: 

CJ^)1 (I Aa + £) - 0 

or equivalently» 

J (JAq + a) 

from which the parameter change Aa is given by: 
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The following modification, first introduced by Marquardt» is used 

to limit the region for which the linearized model sufficiently describe 

the function e. 

minimize jIiJAa + fiJIj 

subject the constraint I Idal Ij 6 

Using the Lagrange multiplier technique, the Lagrangian function L is 

given by: 

L(&) * jl |JAu + fi.1 IJ ~ - I IAjg.1 Ij) 

where p is a Lagrange multiplier. The necessary conditions for the 

minimization of the above optimization problem are: 

V L(a) = 0 
a 

S - llAallj > 0 

p<5 - llAallj) - 0 

H 1 0 

From the tirst condition we Have: 

V L(a) = J^JAa + J^e. + jiAa, =* 0 
a 

Therefore. 

T —IT 
Aa - -(JAJ + |i I) AJ e 

where |i = 0 if 8 2, ll(J^J) *J^e. 11 and p>0 otherwise. 
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SOFTWARE DESIGN AND CODES 

The philosophy outlined in writing the software is based on the 

concept of separating the various required functions into a set of gen¬ 

eral purpose subroutines. By doing so* the processing becomes more 

managable and for a programmer less effort would be required to under¬ 

stand it. 

The section that follows gives an illustration of the building 

blocks of the reconstruction process for which the necessary algorithms 

have been included in this appendix. It is worth pointing out that the 

simulation and test algorithms together with the quantitative data 

analysis algorithms have been excluded from here. Furthermore» any algo¬ 

rithm that deals with display devices has also been excluded. 

Steps: 

a) Get the original 9 slices and interpolate three slices between them 

in a linear fashion. 

b) Alter the orientation of slices to obtain the "correct* patient posi¬ 

tioning. 
» 

c) Define a center for each slice and break it down into profiles. 

d) Classify the profiles ( 2 or 4 edge points ). 
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e) Perform background subtraction and region extraction on tne profiles 

for the starter method. 

f) Apply the starter method to find the initial positions of tne edge 

points on each profile. 

g) Apply the parameter estimation method to detect the edge points on 

each profile. 

h) Form the 2D edges for each slice by joining the detected edge points 

of the profiles. 

i) Assign intensity values to the outer edge. 

j) If required» separate processing for the top slice» introduce con¬ 

tours. 

k) Reconstruct the 3D surface by stacking the detected edge slices on 

top of one another. 

l) If required» rotate the obtained surface for a different viewing 

angle. 

m) Project the surface on the screen and display it. 



! — 

! TITLE 
; 

PROGRAM SLICES ...INTERPOLAT ION 

! ABSTRACT 

! THIS PROGRAM INTERPOLATES 3 SLICES BETWEEN THE 
! ORIGINAL 9 SLICES TO GET 64 SLICES. 

I ^ ——  — — «—— *  
! HISTORY 
; 
! AUTHOR: NASSER 
! 

DATE: I/MAR/84 PLACE.:UTMS 

! VARIABLES \ 

IMPLICIT NONE ■ 

j   
! INTERNAL 
! 

CHARACTERA16 
CHARACTERA20 
INTEGERA4 
INTEGERA4 
INTEGERA4 
INTEGERA4 
INTEGERA4 
INTEGERA4 
INTEGERA4 
INTEGERA2 
INTEGERA2 
INTEGERA2 
LOGICALA1 
LOG ICALAI 
REALA4 

! 

! ROUTINES 
| 

file_..name 
input_.fi le 
i, j ,k,kk,kkk 
centering_slice 
x_corner, y_.corner 
x center,y center 
col /128/ 
row /128/ 
no„.sl ices/20/ 
slices (128,128,20) 
three„.d_ioage (64,64,64) 
*ax_int /32767/ 
ok 
eof 
delta . 

! FIND CENTER OE 
! DISPLAY SLICES 

LOGICALAI 
LOGICALAI 
LOGICALAI 
LOGICALAI 

.MASS 
TOP BÛT 
SLICE FILE OPEN 
SLICE FILE READ 
SLICE FILE WRITE 
SLICE FILE CLOSE 

! 
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75 

c Set up. 

1 FORMAT(' ',A,$) 
2 FORMAT(A) 
3 FORMATS Enter slice no. to be used for centering > ',$) 

ok = .TRUE. 

c Get the file name. 

TYPE 1 , 'File name ? ' 
ACCEPT 2 , filename 
input„..f i le * filename // '.IMG' 

c Specify input slice on which centering is to be based. 

TYPE 3 
ACCEPTA,centeringslice 

c Read the slices. 

ok = SLICE FILE OPEN < input file,'READ' > 
ok ■ ok.AND.SLICE....FILE....READ 
. < col,row,no slices,slices,eof ) 

CALL SLICE FILE CLOSE (input file ) 
IF (ok) TYPE A , 'slice file read ok' 

CALL FIND.„CENTER...OE..„MASS ( si ices ( 1,1, center ing.._s 1 ice > 
. , 128, x,,..center ,y...center ) 

TYPE*,' center coordinates = ', «...center , y ...center 
x....corner * x....center - 32 
y ...corner = y.._center - 32 

c Move data from the input image to the 3-D image. 

DO k = 1,9 
kk = 2A(k-l) + 1 
kkk * (64-31)/2 + 4A(k-l) 
DO j = 1,64 

DO i - 1,64 
three....d_..image(i, j,kkk) .= 
slices(i+x corner,j+y corner,kk) 

END DO 
END DO 

END DO 
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c Interpolate 3 slices between any two adjacent original slices. 

DO k » 1,8 
kkk » <64-31)/2 + 4*<k-l) 
DO j “ 1,64 

DO i a lf 64 
delta * three._d limage < i, j,kkk+4 ) 

. - three„.d.^ii»a9e( i , j rkkk) 
three_d„„i»age<i , j,kkk+1 ) » 

. ' three_d_inage(i,j,kkk)+.25Adelta 
three„d_i»age< i, j,kkk+2) = 

. three„d,_image(i, j,kkk>+.50Adelta 
three „d_i«age<i,j,kkk+3> * 

. three„d image(i,j,kkk)+.75Adelta 
END DO 

END DO 
END DO 

CALL DISPLAY„SLICESmIOP„„BOT < three„d„.image,64,64 > 

END 
I 
i  
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TITLE 

PROGRAM ORIENTATION.PROBLEM 

ABSTRACT ‘ 

THIS PROGRAM ROTATES THE RECONSTRUCTED OBJECT 
FORMED FROM THE INTERPOLATED AND ORIGINAL 
SLICES TO GET THE CORRECT ORIENTATION. 

HISTORY 

AUTHOR: NASSER DATE: l/MAR/84 PLACE: UTMS‘ 

CONSTANTS 

IMPLICIT NONE 
PARAMETER N * 64 

! VARIABLES 
I  
! PASSED 
! 

CHARACTERS order 
LOGICALA1 log.„.image (512,512) 
INTE6ERA4 size,m 
INTEGERA2 buffer„„l ( N, N ) 
INTEGERA2 buffer....2 ( 2AN, 2AN ) 
INTEGERA2 int image (512,512) 
INTEGERA2 image (N,N,N ) 
INTEGERA2 rotated__image(N,N,N) 
REALA4 rot.anglex 
REALA4 rot.„angle..„y 
REALA 4 rot^angl e....z 

INTERNAL 

CHARACTERA1 logic /'Y7 

!. ROUTINES CALLED 
! 
! CMGET 
! TRANCOM 
! CiiREL 
! CHANGE 
! CUT IMAGE 
! DISPLAY SLICES TOP BOT 
! ROTATE 3D IMAGE 



! CODE 

c Read the slices front the display device, 

size ■ N 

TYPE A,7 ' 
TYPE A,7Reading the slices from the comtal:7 

TYPE A,7 ENTER THE INAGE PLANE NUMBER7 

ACCEPT A,M 

CALL CMGET 
CALL TRANCOM ( .false.,M,log image,0 ) 
CALL CMREL 
CALL CHANGE ( log_image,int._image ) 
CALL CUT_IMAGE ( int„_image,size,image > 

c Change the orientation of the reconstructed object. 

DO WHILE < logic .EQ. 7Y7 ) 

TYPE A,7 7 

TYPE A,7Change the orientation : 7 

TYPE A,7 7 

TYPE A,7 ENTER THE ORDER OF ROTATION7 

ACCEPT 1,order 
1 FORMAT (A3) 

TYPE A,7 ENTER THE ANGLES OF ROTATION IN X-Y-Z ORDER7 

ACCEPT A, r o t..„a n g 1 e„_x, r o t ..an g 1 e.._y ,ro t „_a n g 1 e.„.z 

CALL R0TATE.J3D_IMAGE < image,size,rot.._angle__x,rot__angle...y 
. , rot..„angle„„z, order , rotated„„image ) 

CALL D ISPLAY.J3L ICESJTOP JBOT ( rotated.„image,size,size ) 

TYPE A,7 7 

TYPE A,7 DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE ROTATION CY/N3 ?7 

ACCEPT 1,logic 

END DO 

! 
END 



TITLE 

PROGRAM EDGE DETECTION 
S INTENSIIY.„ ASSIGNMENT 

ABSTRACT 

THIS PROGRAMS 
SURFACE FORMED 

GENERATE 16 VIEWS OF THE 
FROM THE 2D SLICES. 

HISTORY 

AUTHOR! NASSER DATE: l/MAR/84 PLACE: UTMS 

CONSTANTS 

IMPLICIT 
PARAMETER 

NONE 
N » 64 

VARIABLES 

PASSED 

INTEGERA4 sise 
INTEGERA4 angle 
INTEGERA4 slice 
INTEGERA4 apex..„sl ices 
INTEGERA4 *d9e....P°ints 
INTEGERA4 window /18/ 
INTEGERA4 interval /30/ 
INTEGERA4 no.._int /ll/ 
INTEGERA4 no_ inter p_jpoints 
INTEGERA4 no._.points.„.inside 
INTEGERA4 f ir st_..sl ice„.no 
INTEGERA4 last„_sl ice. ...no 
INTEGERA4 rotation^angle 
INTEGERA4 x„_center ( N > 
INTEGERA4 y_center (N) 
INTEGERA4 minj<„.cent (N) 
INTEGERA4 miny cent < N ) 
INTEGERA2 intens (2,180,N) 
INTEGERA2 image (N,N,N ) 
INTEGERA2 center„_image ( N, N , N ) 
INTEGERA2 edge (N,N,N ) 
INTEGERA2 z.._surf ace ( N, N ) 
INTEGERA2 s_„surf ace_.,2 (2AN f2AN,16) 
INTEGERA2 array ( N, 3 ) 
INTEGERA2 buffer_1 (N,N) 
INTEGERA2 buf fer..„2 < 2AN,2AN) 
INTEGERA2 ii (500) 
INTEGERA2 jj (500) 
INTEGERA2 x._coord (500) 
INTEGERA2 y_coord (500) 
INTEGERA2 x_.ver t (3) 
INTEGERA2 y„_ver t (3) 



REALA4 init...amp_..2 (1 ) 
REALA4 ini t... d i s.._2 (2) 
REALA4 init_„amp_4 (3) 
REALA4 ini t....dis_..4 (4) 
REALA4 f inaï_.amp.J2 (1 ) 
REALA4 f inal.„.dis„_2 (2) 
REALA4 f inal„.amp_„4 (3) 
REALA4 final„dis„4 (4) 
REALA4 model (N) 
REALA4 dr iv„.l (N) 
REALA4 driv 2 ,( N ) 
REALA4 Y (N) 
REALA4 Z (N) 
REALA4 F (N) 
REALA4 wk (N) 
EQUIVALENCE ( image,edge ) 

INTERNAL 

INTEGERA4 Ml,M2,k,s,p,a,b,w,v,u 
INTEGERA4 i (2,180,N) , j(2,180,N) 
INTEGERA4 rot„.i (2,180) , rot.„.j (2,180) 
REALA4 sum 

! ROUTINES CALLED 

! READ SLICES 
! SET CENTERS 
! MIN CENTER 
! CENTERIZE 
! PUT ZERO 
! PROFILE 
! PROF ILE EXTRACT 
! * RECQGN IZE.JPRQF ILE 
! PUT.ARRAY!.GRAPHIC 
! PARAMETER... DETECTION. .2 
! PARAMETER DETECTION 4 
! PARAMETER EST 2 
! PARAMETER EST 4 
! GENERATE MODEL 2 
! GENERATE MODEL 4 
! LINE INTERPOLATE 
« POINÏS...INS IDE. POLYGON 
! DISPLAY SLICES TOP BOT 
! SOFTWARE DOUBLE 
! ROTATE 2D COORD 
! FRONT VIEW 
! NORMALIZE 
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! CODE 
j 
c Read the image slices and the allocated centers from 
c the display device. 

sise = N 

TYPE A,' ' 
TYPE A,'READING THE SLICES FROM THE COMTAL:' 
TYPE A,'Specify the plane number for the slices' 
ACCEPT A,Ml 
CALL READ_SLICES ( sise,Ml,image ) 

TYPE A,'CENTER ALLOCATION :' 
TYPE A,'Specify the plane number for the centers' 
ACCEPT A,M2 
CALL READ_CENTERS < size ,M2 ,x„center ,y._center ) 

c Centerise the slices and extract the left ventricular portion. 

TYPE A,' ' 
TYPE A,'SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION Ï' 
TYPE A,'Enter the first and the last slices to be processed' 
ACCEPT A,first_slice_.no, last_.slice.jno 
TYPE A,'Enter the number of apex.„slices ' 
ACCEPT A,apex_slices 

DO slice * first_.slice_.no, last_.slice_.no 
IF ( slice .LT. first._slice_.no + apex._slices ) THEN 
CALL CENTERIZE ( image(1,1,siice),sise,size 
. , x_center (slice), y„.center (slice) 
. ,center_.image( 1,1,slice) ) 

ELSE 
CALL MIN..CENTER ( image ( 1,1, si ice ), size 

• . ,x....center (slice) ,y_.center (slice) 
. ,min x cent(slice),min y cent(slice) ) 

CALL CENTERIZE ( imageU, 1 ,sl ice) ,sise7sise 
. ,rmin._x._cent < s lice), min...y cent (si ice ) 
. ,center iroage(1,1,slice) ) 

END IF 
END DO 



c Detect edges of.the profiles for each slice 82 

DO slice * first.„slice„„noflast_slice._no 

TYPE A, ' ' 
TYPE A,'slice',slice,' being processed' 
s = 1 
DO angle = 0,180,interval 

CALL PROFILE ( center.._image ( 1,1, si ice ) 
,size,angle,array ) 

CALL PROFILE.JEXTRACT ( arrayt 1,3),size,window ) 
DO k » l,size 

Y(k) = array(k,3) 
END DO 
CALL RECOGNIZEJPROEILE ( Y,size,edge..j>oints,Z ) 

IF ( edge points .EQ. 2 > THEN 
CALL MQDJPARAMETER...DETECTION....2 ( Y,size 

, init..„amp.._2, init.„dis.„2 ) 
CALL PARAMETER....EST_.2 ( Y,size,3,init_..amp.._2,init....dis....2 

,final amp 2,final dis 2,F ) 
CALL GENERATE ...MODEL J2 ( size,f inal....amp„.2,f inal_.dis...2,mod( 
a ■ INT<final....dis....2(l) ) 
i(l,s,slice) ■ array(a,l) 
j(1,s,slice) *■ array(a,2) 
b - INKf inal_dis....2(2) ) 
i(2,s,slice) = array<b,l) 
j.(2,s,slice) » array(b,2) 

ELSE IF ( edge points .EQ. 4 ) THEN 
CALL PARAMETËR.JDETECTI0N.m4 ( Y,size,no_..int 

, init....amp....4, init....dis....4 
,driv 1,driv 2,wk ) 

CALL PARAMETER.„.EST_m4 < Y,size,7,i"nit.._amp.„4,init....dis..„4 
,final amp 4,final dis_4,F ) 

CALL PUT....ARRAY1„GRÀPHIC < F,size,2 ) 
CALL GENERATE....M0DEL...4 ( size,final....amp_,4,finalmdis.„.4,mod< 
CALL PUT_..ARRAYl....GRAPH IC £ model, s ize,3~') 
a » INT(final_.dis„4(l) > 
i(l,s,slice) = array(a,l) 
j(l,s,slice) * array(a,2) 
b = INT(final..„dis.„.4(4) ) 
i(2,s,slice) * array(b,D 
j(2,s,slice) * array(b,2) 

END IF 
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c Assign intensity values to the detected edge points. 

IF ( s .NE. 1 ) THEN 
DO k * 1,2 

x.„vert ( 1 ) 
x. ..yert(2) 
x„yert<3> 
yjvert < l ) 
y. „vert<2) 
y....vert <3) 

i(k,s-l,slice) 
i(k,s,slice) + 
sise/2 
j<k,s-l,slice) 
j(k,s,slice) + 
sise/2 

CALL POINTS INSIDE POLYGON 

P ■ 1 

+ sise/2 
sise/2 

♦ sise/2 
sise/2 

( 3,x...yert,y__vert 
, x.„coor d, y^coor d 
,no_„points„inside ) 

sum ■ 0. 
DO WHILE ( p .LE. no„j)oints,.„inside ) 

sum « sum + center„_image (x._coord<p) ,y_coord(p),slice) 
p ■ p + 1 

END DO 
i'ntens<k,s-l,slice) = sum / no joints inside 

END DO 
END IF 
s ■ s + 1 

END DO 

END DO 

c Rotate the detected surface for 16 different viewing angle. 

TYPE A,' ' 
TYPE A,'ROTATE THE RECONSTRUCTED SURFACE:' 

DO slice = l,sise 
CALL PUT ZERO < image(1,1,siice),sise ) 

END DO 

w = 1 
DO rotation_.angle = 0,330,22 

TYPE A,'Viewing angle ■',rptation„angle 

DO slice » first.j5lice_.no,last_slice_.no 



84 s ■ 1 
00 angle =» 0,180, interval 

DO k - 1,2 
CALL R0TATEJ2D...C00RD ( i<k,s,siice),j<k,s,slice) 

,rotat ion.„.angle 
,rot i(k,s),rot j<k,s) ) 

IF ( s .NE. 1 ) THEN 
CALL LINE„.INTERPOLATE ( rot_i <k, s-1 ),rot.„.j <k,s-l ) 

, rot__i <k,s) ,rot.mj <k,s) 
, ü t 3 j ,no_interp_„points ) 

p = 1 
DO WHILE ( p .LE. no_„interp_.points ) 
edge(ii(p)+size/2,jj(p)+size/2,slice) = 
intens(k,s-l,siice) 
p * p + 1 

END DO 
END IE 

END DO 
s = s + 1 

END DO 
CALL NORHALIZE < edge(1,1,siice),size ) 

END DO 

IF < rotation.angle .EQ. 0 ) THEN 
CALL DISPLAY SLICES TOP DOT < edge,size ) 

END IF 

CALL FRONT VIEW ( edge,size,z surface ) 
CALL SOFTWARE._DOUBLE < z.„surface,z._surface„„2< 1,1, w) ,size ) 
w = w + 1 

END DO 

CALL DISPLAY._SLICES„.TOPmBOT ( z_.surface„2,2*size, 16 ) 

END 



!   :        
j TITLE 
! 

SUBROUTINE ROTATE J3D__IMAGE 
. ( image , sise , rot_ang.„.x 
. , rot_..ang..„y , rot_..ang...z 
■ , order.„pf.._rotat ion , rotated__image ) 

! ABSTRACT 

! THIS SUBROUTINE ROTATES THE GIVEN 3.D IMAGE ABOUT 
! X,Y,AND Z AXES IN THE SPECIFIED SEQUENCE . 
! 
! image * 3_D image 
! sise * size of the 3...D image 
! rot.„.ang_.x " amount of rotation about x_,.axis 
! rot__ang”.y = amount of rotation about y^axis 
! rot__ang_..z = amount of rotation about z_axis 
? order„of„rotation » rotation sequence 
! rotated_image * rotated 3....D image 

HISTORY 

AUTHOR: NASSER DATE: l/MAR/84 PLACE: UTMS 

CONSTANTS 

IMPLICIT NONE 

VARIABLES 

PASSED 

INTEGERA4 size 
INTEGERA2 image <size,size,s ize> 
INTEGERA2 rotated.._image ( sise, sise, size) 
REALA4 rot_.ang._x 
REALA4 rot_ang....y 
REALA4 rot_ang_s 
REALA4 w.„vector_l (3) 
REALA4 u_vector_..2 (3) 
REALA4 matrix._l (3,3) 
REAJLA4 matrix._2 (3,3) 
REALA4 matrix._3 (3,3) 
REALA4 prod... I (3,3) 
REALA4 prod_„2 (3,3) 
REALA4 coord (3,1) 
REALA4 rot coord (3,1) 
REALA4 det" 
CHARACTERA3 or der_of.._rotation 
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INTERNAL 

! 

INTEGERA4 
REALM 
REALM 
REALA4 
REALA4 
REALA4 
REALA4 

^» 1 ?*»0 

ax,ay,az,x,y,z 
xy (3,3) 
zx (3,3) 
yz (3,3) 
Pi 
shift 

ROUTINES CALLED 

! 
MATRIX EQ 
MPRD 
MINV ' 

! CODE 
| 
c Set up. 

pi » 4.AATAN(1.) 
shift ■ (FLOAT(sise) + l.)/2. 
ax * (piArot_„ang„.x)/180. 
ay * ( piArot....ang._.y )/180. 
as * ( piArot..„ang_..z)/180. 

c Generate the rotating matrices. 

xy (1,1) ar COS(az) 
xy (1,2) s -SIN(32) 
xy (1,3) a 0. 

xy (2,1) s SIN(az) 
xy (2,2) a COS(az) 
xy (2,3) SI 0. 

xy (3,1) S 0. 

xy (3,2) S' 0. 

xy (3,3) s 1. 
zx (1,1) a COS(ay) 
zx (1,2) s 0. 

zx (1,3) a SIN(ay) 
zx (2,1) = 0. 
zx (2,2) s 1. 
zx (2,3) a 0. 
zx (3,1) a -SIN(ay) 
zx (3,2) a 0. 
zx (3,3) a COS(ay) 

yz (1,1) a 1. 
ys (1,2) a 0. 
yz (1,3) a 0. . 

ys (2,1) a 0. 
ys (2,2) a COS(ax) 
yz (2,3) a -SIN(ax) 
ys (3,1) a 0. 

ys (3,2) a SIN(ax) 
yz (3,3) * COS(ax) 
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c Find the order of multiplying the rotating matrices. 

IF (order of rotation(1:1> .EQ. 'Z'> THEN 
CALL MATRIX EQ (xy,matrix 1,3,3) 

ELSE IF (order of rotation(ï:1) .EQ. ' Y ' ) THEN 
CALL MATRIXJËQ (zx,matrix„l,3,3) 

ELSE IE (order„of„rotation(l:l> .EQ. 'X') THEN 
CALL MATRIX EQ (yz,matrix 1,3,3) 

ELSE 
TYPE A,'Error in reading the sequence' 

END IF 

IF (order of rotation(2:2) .EQ. 'Z') THEN 
CALL MATRIX EQ (xy,matrix 2,3,3) 

ELSE IF (order of rotation('2:2) .EQ. 'Y') THEN 
CALL MATRIXJÜQ (zx,matrix.„.2,3,3> 

ELSE IF (order of rotation(2:2) .EQ. 'X') THEN 
CALL MATRIX EQ (yz,matrix 2,3,3) 

ELSE 
TYPE A,'Error in reading the sequence' 

END IF 
i 

IF (order of rotation(3:3) .EQ. 'Z') THEN 
CALL MATRIX.EQ (xy,matrix .3,3,3) 

ELSE IF (order_..of...rotation(3:3) .EQ. 'Y') THEN 
CALL MATRIX EQ (zx,matrix 3,3,3) 

ELSE IF (order of ^rotation(3:3) .EQ. 'X') THEN 
CALL MATRIX EQ (yz,matrix 3,3,3) 

ELSE 
TYPE A,'Error in reading the sequence' 

END IF 

c Multiply the matrices in the given sequence. 

CALL MPRD (matrix.„l,matrix.„2,prod.._l,3,3,0,0,3) 
CALL MPRD (prod....l,matrix....3,prod....2,3,3,0,0,3) 

c Invert the result of the multiplication. 

CALL MINV (prod.._2,3,det,w„..vector_..l,w.._vector....2> 
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DO k = l,size 
DO j = l,size 

DO i = l,sise 

c Eind the rotated coordinates. 

coord (1,1) » i - shift 
coord (2,1) » j - shift 
coord (3,1) * k - shift 
CALL MPRD (prod.„.2, coord,rot.._coord,3,3,0,0,1 ) 
x = rot.„coord (1,1). 
y » rot_coord (2,1) 
z * rot„coord (3,1) 

c Map the rotated coordinates into the input pixels. 

ii « IFIX (x + shift) 
jj « IFIX (y + shift) 
kk « IFIX (z + shift) 

c Check to see whether the mapped input pixel-is defined. 

IF ((ii.LE.O) .OR. (jj.LE.O) .OR. (kk.LE.O)) THEN 
rotated„„image (i,j,k) = o 

ELSE IF ((ii.GT.size) .OR. (jj.GT.size) .OR. (kk.GT.size) 
. THEN 

rotated„image (i,j,k) * 0 
ELSE 

c For the unit cube surrounding the mapped input pixel 
c find the nearest pixel and assign the intensity of 
c the corresponding rotated pixel to this nearest pixel. 

IF ((x-FLOAKii)) .LE. 0.5) THEN 
* 1 = 0 
ELSE 

1 = 1 
END IF 
IF ((y-FL0AT(j j)) .LE. 0.5) THEN 

M = 0 
ELSE 

IN = 1 

END IF 
IE ((z-FLOAT(kk)) .LE. 0.5) THEN 

n = 0 
ELSE 

n = 1 
END IF 
rotated image (i,j,k) = image (ii+l,jj+m,kk+n) 

END IF 
END DO 

END DO 
END DO 

RETURN 
END 

j 
!  



TITLE 

SUBROUTINE PROFILE ( image,size,angle,array ) 

! ABSTRACT 

i THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES A CUT OE THE GIVEN IMAGE AT THE 
! SPECIFIED ANGLE THROUGH ITS CENTER AND PLACES THE 
! COORDINATES TOGETHER WITH THE INTENSITY IN AN ARRAY. 

! angle * angle of the profile (cut) 
! array(size,l) ® x coordinates of the profile points 
! array(size,2) » y coordinates of the profile points 
! array(size,3) » intensity of the profile points 

! HISTORY 
! 

AUTHOR: NASSER DATE: l/MAR/84 PLACE: UTMS 

CONSTANTS 

IMPLICIT NONE 

VARIABLES • 

PASSED 

INTEGERA4 size 
INTEGERA4 angle 
INTEGERA2 image (size,size) 
INTEGERA2 array (size,3 > 

' INTERNAL 
! 

INTEGERA4 
REALA4 
REALA4 

i, 
pi 
slope 



I  

I CODE 

90 

pi » 4.*AIAN(1.) 
k = 1 

c slope ® infinity 

IE ( angle .EQ. 90 ) THEN 

DO j = -(sise/2-1),size/2 
. i ® 0 
array (k,l) » i 
array (k,2) ® j 
array (k,3) 3 image< i+size/2 
k ■ k + 1 

END DO 

ELSE IE ( angle .EQ. 0 > THEN 

DO i = -(size/2-1>,size/2 
j - 0 
array (k,l) « i 
array (k,2> = j 
array (k,3) * image< i+size/2 
k = k + 1 

END DO 

ELSE IE < angle .EQ. 180 ) THEN 

DO i = size/2,-(sise/2-1),-l 
j - 0 
array (k,l) = i 
array (k,2) * j 
array (k,3) = image< i+size/2 
k ■ k + 1 

END DO 

j+size/2 ) 

j+sise/2 ) 

j+size/2 ) 

ELSE 



c Cslopel < 1 
91 

slope » TAN((piAFLOAT<angle))/180.) 
IF ( ABS(slope) .LT. 1. ) THEN 

IF ( slope .GI. 0. ) THEN 
DO i = -(size/2-1),size/2 

j - INI ( slope A FLOAT(i) + . 
array (k,l> = i 
array (k,2> = j 
array <k,3) = image < i+size/2 
k * k + 1 

END DO 
ELSE 

DO i ■ size/2,-(sise/2-1),-1 
j « INT < slope A FLOAT( i ) + . 
array (k,l) = i 
array (k,2> ■ j 
array (k,3) = image < i+size/2 
k ■ k + 1 

END DO 
END IF 

c Cslopel >= 1 

ELSE 

DO j = -(size/2-1),size/2 
i - INT < FLOAT(j)/slope + .5 ) 
array (k,l) = i 
array (k,2) = j 
array (kf3) * image < i+size/2 , 
k - k + 1 

END DO 

END IF 

END IF 

) 

, j+size/2 ) 

) 

, j+size/2 ) 

j+size/2 ) 

j 
i 

RETURN 
END 



92 TITLE 

SUBROUTINE 
• 

RECOGNIZE ...PROFILE < Y,sise 
, edge.._points, Z ) 

ABSTRACT 

THIS SUBROUTINE RECOGNIZES THE NUMBER OF 
EDGES ON THE PASSED PROFILE. 

Y = profile array 
Z =. smoothed version of Y 

HISTORY 

AUTHOR: NASSER DATE: l/MAR/84 PLACE: UIMS 

CONSTANTS 

IMPLICIT NONE 

VARIABLES 

PASSED 

INTEGERA4 size 
INTEGERA4 edge points 
REALA4 Y (size) 

INTERNAL 

INTEGERA4 
SEALA4 
REALA4 
REALA4 

k » P1 » P2 
max 
ratio /.8/ 
Z (size) 
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CODE 

CALL SUBSMTH1R < ll,size,Y,Z ) 

max = 0. 
DO k = 1,(size/2-1) 

IF ( Z(k> .GI. max > THEN 
max ** Z(k) 
pi * k 

END IF 
END DO 

max * 0. 
DO k * (size/2+1),size 

IF ( Z(k) .GT. max ) THEN 
max * Z(k> 
p2 - k 

END IF 
END DO 

IF < (Z(size/2)/Z(pl) .LE. ratio) 
. <Z(size/2)/Z< p2) .LE. ratio) 

edge points = 4 
ELSE 

edge points * 2 
END IF" 

! 

» 

RETURN 
END 

.AND. 
) THEN 



j   

i TITLE 
94 

SUBROUTINE PARAMETER JPETECTI0N_4 
( array, size, no„„int, amp.„.par f dis..„par 

fdriv„J., driv„..2,wk ) 

! ABSTRACT 
! 
! THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE INITIAL PARAMETER VALUES 
! FOR THE ITERATIVE PARAMETER ESTIMATION METHOD. 
> THE MODEL PROFILE HAS 4 EDGES. 

! no_„int 9 number of points for the smoothing window 
! ampmpar 

9 initial amplitudes 
! dis.jpar 9 initial distances 
! driv._lfdriv_2fwk 

9 working vectors 

HISTORY 

AUTHOR: NASSER DATE: l/MAR/84 PLACE: UTMS 

CONSTANTS 

IMPLICIT NONE 

VARIABLES 

PASSED 

INTEGERA4 size 
INTEGERA4 no.„int 
REALA4 array (size) 
REALA4 amp..„par (3) 
REALA4 dis.par (4 ) 
REALA4 dr iv„.l (size) 
REALA4 dr iv_J2 (size) 
REALA4 wk (size) 

INTERNAL 

INTEGERA4 
INTEGERA4 
REALA4 
REALA4 
REALA4 

order(4) 
k,p 
wk.„l (4) 
store 
min,max 

! 



!  

! CODE 

.95 

max = o. 
DO k * 1,size/2 

IF < array<k> .GT. max ) THEN 
max » array(k) 
store = k 

END IF 
END DO 
amp_par(l) = array(store) 
amp....par (2) = array(size/2) 

max « 0. 
DO k * size/2+1,size 

IF ( array(k) .GT. max ) THEn 
max * array(k) 
store ■ k 

END IF 
END DO 
amp_j>ar<3) * array(store) 

CALL SUBDERI1R (no__int, size, array , dr iv „.l ) 
CALL SUBDERI1R <no^int,size,dr iv„„l, dr ivJJ ) 

DO k * l,size 
wk(k) * driv 2(k) 

END DO 

DO k = l,size 
IF < array(k) .EQ. 0. ) THEN 
uk(k) = 10.AA6 

END IF 
END DO 

P = 1 
DO UH ILE ( p .LE. 4 ) 

'min = 10 . * A 6 
DO k » 1 ysize 

IF ( ABS(wk(k)> .LI. min ) THEN 
min » ABS<wk(k)) 
dis par(p) * k 

END IF 
END DO 
wk<dis..j>ar <p) ) = 10.AA6 
wk(dis_par<p)+l) * 10.AA6 
wk(dis„.par(p)-l) * 10.AA6 
p « p + 1 

END DO 

CALL SET....0RDER < dis_par ,4,wk„..l,order > 

1 
! 

RETURN 
END 



! TITLE 
96 

SUBROUTINE PARAMETERJEST...4 < Y, N, P 
, init..„amp 
, i n i t _..d i s 
, final...amp 
, final dis 
, F ) 

j .    

! ABSTRACT 

I THIS SUBROUTINE ESTIMATES THE PARAMETERS OF A EUNCTION 
! CONSISTING OF TWO GAUSSIANS VIA GAUSS-NEWTON TECHNIQUE. 

! IN THIS TECHNIQUE THE PARAMETERS ARE FOUND FROM 
! THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS: 

! 1 new ...parameters_..values ■ previous....parameters_values + 
i parameters changes 
! 
! 2 parameterexchanges = - C INVERSE ( J * JT + 
! landa A unit....matr ix) D 
! A J A error ....vector 
! 
! WHERE J = jacobian matrix of the sampled modeled data 
! JT = J transposed 
! landa =* lagrange multiplier 
I error vector * data samples - modeled data samples 

HISTORY 

AUTHOR: NASSER DATE: l/MAR/84 PLACE: UTMS 

CONSTANTS 

IMPLICIT NONE 

I  

! VARIABLES 

PASSED 

INTEGERA4 N,P 
INTEGERA4 max__no._.i ter at ions/20/ 
REALA4 init....amp (3) 
REALA4 f inal_..amp ( 3 ) 
REALA4 init....dis (4) 
REALA4 f inaï_..dis(4 ) 
REALA4 landa 
REALA4 err accuracy /0.0 
REALA4 Y (N ) 
REALA4 F (N) 
REALA4 A <7,20) 
REALA4 J (7,64) 
REALA4 JT (64,7) 
REALA4 JT3(7,7) 
REALA4 SJ (7,7) 
REALA4 PJ (7,64) 
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INTERNAL 

INTEGERA4 M 
INTEGERA4 i f k p 1 
REALA4 sum - 

REALA4 E (64,1) 
REALA4 ET (1,64 > 
REALA4 error (20) 
REALA4 nor m JF 
REALA4 rel^error 
REALA4 change(7,l> 

ROUTINES CALLED 

FUNCTION MODEL 4 
JACOB IAN MATRIX _4 
MULT MATRIX 
MINV 

\ 

! CODE 

DO k * 1,3 
A(k,l) * init.amp(k)' 

END DO 
DO k = 1,4 

A(k+3,1) = initmdis(k) 
END DO 

M = 1 
landa = .1 

- DO UHILE ( M .LE. max_no__iterations ) 

CALL FUNCTI0N„_M0DEL„..4 ( N , P , A(1,M) , F > 

c Find the error. 

sum » 0. 
norm F = 0. 
DO i = 1,N 

E(i, 1 ) = F< i ) - Y<i) 
ET <1, i ) = E(i,l) 
sum * sum + ET<1,i)AE<i,1) 
norm F ■ norm F + E(i)AA2 

END DO" 
error(M) » sum 
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c Check the conditions. 

IF ( M .NE. 1 ) THEN 
rel.„error ■ ABS (error(M) - error(M-l)) / 
. norm.,..E 

IE < rel.error .LE. err accuracy ) THEN 
DO k = 1,3 

final amp(k) * A(k,M) 
END DO 
DO k - 1,4 

final„dis(k) =* A<k+3,M) 
END DO 
RETURN 

END IE 
IE < error(M) .LT. error(M-l) ) THEN 
landa ■ landa / 2. 

ELSE IE ( error(M) .GT. error(M-l) ) THEN 
landa * 2. A landa 

END IE 
END IE 

c Form the Jacobian. 

CALL JACOBIAN_MATRIX_4 <N,P,A<1,M),J> 

c Transpose J. 

DO i * 1,N 
DO k = 1,P 

JT(i,k) ■ J(k,i) 
END DO 

END DO 

c (J)(J transpose) + (landaKunit matrix) 

CALL MULT MATRIX ( J , P , N , JT , P , JTJ ) 
DO k - 1,P 

DO 1 ■ 1,P 
IE ( k .EQ. 1 ) THEN 

SJ(k, 1 ) = landa + JTJ(k,l) 
ELSE 

SJ(k, 1 ) * JTJ<k,1) 
END IE 

END DO 
END DO 
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c Inverse of SJ. 

CALL MINV < SJ , P , det , uk_l , wk.„2 

c Pseudo J. 

CALL MULT....MATRIX ( SJ , P , P f J , N 

c Parameter change. 

CALL MULT_MATRIX ( PJ , P , N , E , 1 

c New parameter values. 

DO k = 1,P 
A < k,M+l) => A(k,M) - change< k, 1 ) 

END DO 

M = M + 1 
END DO 

DO k = 1,3 
final„amp(k) » A<k,M> 

END DO 
DO k * 1,4 

final_„dis(k) = A<k+3,M) 
END DO 

RETURN 
END 

) 

, PJ > 

, change ) 



! TITLE 100 

SUBROUTINE FUNCTI0N_.MGDEL..„4 (NfP,A,F) 

ABSTRACT 

THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES THE SMOOTHED VERSION 
OF THE LEET VENTRICLE MODEL WITH 4 EDGES BY 
EVALUATING ITS ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION. 

N = SIZE OE THE MODEL 
P » NUMBER OE THE PARAMETERS ASSOCIATED UITH THE MODEL 
A = ARRAY CONSISTING OE THE VALUES OE THE PARAMETERS 
E * SMOOTHED VERSION OE THE MODEL 

HISTORY 

AUTHOR: NASSER DATE: l/MAR/84 PLACE: UTMS 

CONSTANTS 

IMPLICIT NONE 

VARIABLES 

PASSED ; 

INTEGERA4 
REALA4 
REALÀ4 

N,P 
A ( P ) 
E ( N ) 



INTERNAL 

INTEGERA4 
REALA4 
REALA4 

I 
Y4,Y5,Y6,Y7 
B I.JERROR JEUNCT ION 

ROUTINES CALLED • 

' REALA4 sigma,beta,pi 
EXTERNAL BI....ERROR....EUNCTION 

! 
! CODE 

pi - 4.AATANd.) 
sigma * 1.5/2.53/.25 
beta » <SQRT(2.)Asigma) 

DO I « 1, N 

Y4 * (I - A<4))/beta 
Y5 ■ (I - A<5>)/beta 
Y6 = . (I - A(6))/beta 
Y7 ■ (I - A(7))/beta 

F< I) -.5 A ( Ad) A BI ERROR FUNCTION < Y4 , 1000. 
-A(l) A BI. ..ERROR JBUNCÏ ION ( Y5 f 1000. ) 
+ A<2> A BI _ERROR FUNCTION ( Y5 f 1000. > 
-A ( 2 ) A BI ERROR FUNCTION ( Y6 9 1000. ) 
+ A ( 3) A BI ERROR FUNCTION ( Y6 9 1000. ) 
-A ( 3 ) A BI ERROR FUNCTION < Y7 9 1000. > ) 

END DO 

RETURN 
END 
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j        

• ! TITLE 
! 

SUBROUTINE JACOBIANJ1ATRIX...4 < N , P , A f J > 
; 

!   

! ABSTRACT 
i 

I THIS SUBROUTINE GENEARTES THE JACOBIAN MATRIX 
! OF THE SAMPLED MODEL FOR 4 EDGES. 
! 
! N » SIZE OF THE MODEL 
! P * NUMBER OF THE PARAMEIRS ASSOCIATED WITH THE MODEL 
! A » ARRAY CONSISTING OF THE VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS 
! J ■ JACOBIAN MATRIX 
! 
j        —       
! HISTORY 
! 
! AUTHOR: NASSER DATE: l/MAR/84 PLACE: UTMS 
! 
!      

! CONSTANTS 

IMPLICIT NONE 
j 
j _    

! VARIABLES 
!- ------- --------- 

! PASSED 
! 

INTEGERA4 N,P 
REALA4 A ( P > 
REALA4 J ( P , N > 

INTERNAL 

INTEGERA4 
REALA4 
REALA4 
REALA4 
REALA4 

I 
pi 
sigma,alfa,beta 
Y4,Y5,Y6,Y7 
B I.JERRQR.JFUNCT ION 



ROUTINES CALLED 

EXTERNAL BI ERROR FUNCTION 
! 

CODE 

1 pi - 4.AATAN(1.) 
sigma s 1.5/2.53/.25 
alfa » l./(SQRT<2.Api)Asigma>. 
beta = (SQRK2. )Asigma) 

DO I * 1,N 

Y4 = <1 - A<4))/beta 
Y5 * (I - A(5))/beta 
Y6 * <I - A(6>)/beta 
Y7 » <1 - A(7))/beta 

J(1,I> « -.5 A < BI....ERROR....FUNCTION < Y4 
-BI ERROR EUNCTION ( Y5 1000. 

J(2,I) = -.5 A < BI...ERROR„.FUNCTION < Y5 
-BI ERROR FUNCTION C Y6 1000, 

J(3,1) » -.5 * < BI.._ERROR_.FUNCTION ( Y6 
-BI ERROR FUNCTION ( Y7 1000. 

J(4,I> = alfa A ( -A(1)AEXP(-Y4AA2) ) 

J(5,1) = alfa A { A<1>AEXP(-Y5AA2> 
-A(2)AEXP(-Y5AA2) > 

3(6,1) = alfa A ( A(2)AEXP<-Y6AA2> 
-A(3)AEXP(-Y6AA2) ) 

3(7,1) = alfa A ( A(3)A EXP(-Y7AA2) ) 

END DO 

iooo. ) 
) > 

1000. ) 
) ) 

1000. ) 
) > 

RETURN 
END 
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I          

! TITLE 
! 

SUBROUTINE GENER ATE. ...MODEL... .4 ( N , amp 
. , dis , model > 

j 

! ABSTRACT 
! 
! THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES THE MODEL WITH 4 EDGES. 

! N - SIZE OE THE MODEL 
! amp » ARRAY CONSISTING OE 3 AMPLITUDES PARAMETERS 
! dis - ARRAY CONSISTING OE 4 DISTANCE PARAMETERS 
! 
!    
! HISTORY 
! 
! AUTHOR: NASSER DATE: l/MAR/84 PLACE: UTMS 

CONSTANTS 

IMPLICIT NONE 

VARIABLES 

PASSED 

INTEGERA4 
REALA4 
REALÀ4 
REALA4 

INTERNAL 

INTEGER** i 

N 
amp(3) 
dis(4> 
model (N) 
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CODE 

DO i - 1,N 
IF ( i .LI. dis(l) ) THEN 
model(i) » 0. 

ELSE IF ( (i .GE. dis(l>) .AND. (i .LE. dis(2)) ) THEN 
model(i) = -amp(l) 

ELSE IF < (i .GT. dis<2)> .AND. (1 .LT. dis(3>) ) THEN 
model(i) = amp(2) 

ELSE IF ( (i .GE. dis(3)> .AND. (i .LE. dis<4>> ) THEN 
model(i) = amp(3> 

ELSE 
model(i) « 0. 

END IF 
END DO 

RETURN 
END 
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!  
! TITLE 
» 

SUBROUTINE LINE....INTERPOLATE < il,jl,i2,j2 

■ t X f Y 

• f no_jpoints ) 
! 

ABSTRACT 

THIS SUBROUTINE INTERPOLATES A STRAIGHT LINE 
BETWEEN TWO GIVEN POINTS AND THEN PASSES THE 
INTERPOLATED POINTS WITH THIER NUMBERS. 

11, jl = COORDINATES OE THE FIRST POINT 
12, j2 » COORDINATES OF THE SECOND POINT 
X,Y » ARRAYS CONSISTING OF COORDINATES OF THE 

INTERPOLATED POINTS 
no joints » NUMBER OF THE INTERPOLATED POINTS 

HISTORY 

AUTHOR: NASSER DATE: l/MAR/84 PLACE: UTMS 

CONSTANTS 

IMPLICIT NONE 

VARIABLES 

PASSED 

INTEGERA2 
INTEGERA2 
INTEGERA2 
INTEGERA4 

X (1000) 
Y (1000) 
no.. ..points 

! INTERNAL 
! 

INTEGERA2 
INTEGERA4 
REALA4 
REALÀ4 

i » j 
n 
slope 
intercept 
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CODE 

IE < ABS(i2-i1) .EQ. 0 ) THEN 

IE ( j2 .GE. jl ) THEN 
DO j = jlF j2 

i = il 
X(n) * i 
Y<n> = j 
n = n + 1 

END DO 
ELSE 

DO j * jl,j2,-l 
i = il 
X(n) * i 
Y<n> - j 
n = n + 1 

END DO 
END IE 

ELSE 

slope = ELOAK j2-jl )/FLOAK i2-i 1 ) 
intercept * ELOAK jl)' - ELOAI(il) A slope 

IE ( ABS(slope) .LT. 1. ) THEN 
IE ( i2 .GE. il > THEN 

DO i = i1,i2 
j ■ INT ( FLOAT(i) A slope + intercept + .5 > 
X(n) = i 
Y ( n ) » j 
n = n + 1 

END DO 
ELSE 

DG i = il?i2,-l 
j * INT < ELQAKi) A slope + intercept + .5 ) 
X(n) * i 
Y<n) = j 
n * n + 1 

END DO 
END IE 

ELSE 



IF ( j2 .GE. jl ) THEN 
DO j = jl,j2 

i = INT < <FLOAT(j >-intercept)/siope + .5 ) 
X(n) = i 
Y<n) - j 
n * n + 1 

END DO 
ELSE 

DO j = jl,j2,-l 
i * INI ( (FLOAT<j)-intercept)/siope + .5 ) 
X(n) = i 
Y(n) » j 
n * n + 1 

END DO 
END IF 

END IF 

END IF 

no,.points = n - 1 

RETURN 
END 
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j  
! TITLE 
; 

SUBROUTINE 
■ 
• 

■ 

■ 

■ 

; 

! ABSTRACT 
; 

POINTS_INSIDE.JPQLYGON < no...yertices 
f x.,..c o o r d._ b o u n d 
f y~.coord._bound 
,x..„coord_„inside 
,y.„coord_inside 
,no_..points_inside ) 

< 9 

• 
! THIS SUBROUTINE 
! INSIDE A REGION 

FINDS THE COORDINATES OF POINTS 
SPECIFIED BY ITS OUTLINE. 

! 
! no„vertices ■ NUMBER OF VERTICES MAKING UP THE POLYGON 
! x coord„bound,y coord_bound » ARRAYS CONSISTING OF THE 
! COORDINATES OF THE VERTICES 
! x_coord..„insidef y„coord.„inside * ARRAYS CONSISTING OE 
! 

* 

! 
THE COORDINATES QF THE 
INSIDE POINTS 

! no ....points... inside ■ NUMBER OF POINTS INSIDE THE POLYGON 

I HISTORY 

! AUTHOR: NASSER 
; 

DATE: l/MAR/84 PLACE: UTMS 

!  
! CONSTANTS 
! 

IMPLICIT 
; 

NONE 

! VARIABLES 

! PASSED 
i 

INTEGERA4 
INTEGERÀ4 
INTEGERA2 
INTEGERA2 
INTEGERA2 
INTEGERÀ2 

no_..vertices 
no„_points_inside 
x. „.coordjbound <no_vertices) 
y„_coord„_bound (no..„vertices) 
xracoord„inside(500) 
y. _coord._.inside<500) 



no 
INTERNAL 

j  

! CODE 
; 

INTEGERA4 
INTEGERA4 
INTEGERA4 
INTEGERA2 
INTEGERA2 
INTEGERA2 
REALA4 
REALA4 

p * 1 
DO WHILE ( p 

IE ( p .EQ 

p,k,m,nfs 
y__min,y_j»ax 
x_jnin,x max 
flag (10) 
x__intersect ( 10) 
y..„intersect ( 10 ) 
slope (10) 
intercept (10) 

LE. no_..vertices ) 
no._vertices ) THEN 

IE ( x coord bound(p) 
.EQ. x„co'ord„bound(l) ) THEN 

flag(p) « 1 
ELSE 

flag(p) = 0 
slope (p) = ELOAT ( y__coord.„bound ( p ) 

- y...coord...bound( 1 > ) / 
ELOAT ( x....coord„.bound(p) 

- x_coord....bound( 1 ) ) 
intercept(p) * FLOAT ( y„.coord....bound(p) ) 

- slope(p) A ELOAT ( x coord bound(p) ) 
END IE 

ELSE 

IF ( x_..coord„.bound ( p ) 
.EQ. x....coord.„bound<p+1 ) ) THEN 

flag(p) * 1 
ELSE 

flag(p) * 0 
slope(p) = ELOAT ( y....coord....bound(p) 

- y.._coord._bound( p + 1 ) ) / 
ELOAT ( x„.coord...jbound(p) 

- x..^coord....bound ( p+1 ) ) 
intercept(p) * ELOAT < y_..coord_.bound<p) ) 

- slope(p) A ELOAT ( x coord bound(p) ) 
END IE 

END IE 

p * p + 1 
END DO 



Ill 
y ...max = 0 
y....min » 1000 
x....max * 0 
x_.min » 1000 
p * 1 
DO UHILE ( p «LE. no_.verti.ces ) 

IE ( y_coord..„bound<p) .GT. y_max ) THEN 
y max = y coord„bound<p) 

END IE 
IE ( y_,.coord_.bound<p) .LT. y_.min ) THEN 

y....min * y coord bound<p) 
END IE 
IE ( x_.coord..,.bound<p) .GT. x„.max ) THEN 

x._max = x coord bound(p) 
END IE 
IE ( x_coord_bound(p) .LT. x_.min ) THEN 

x min ■ x_coord bound(p) 
END IE 
p = p + 1 

END DO 

s = 1 
DO n » y_min , y_.max 

DO m x„min , x_.max 

k = 0 

P * 1 
DO UHILE ( p .LE. no_vertices ) 

y ....intersect (p) ** n 
IË ( flag<p) .EQ. 1 ) THEN 
x_intersect(p) = x coord bound(p) 

ELSE 
IE ( slope(p) .NE. 0 ) THEN 

x....intersect<p) = INI ( (ELOAT(y._intersect(p) ) 
- intercept(p)) 
/ slope(p) + .5 ) 

IE ( x_.intersect(p) .LE. m ) THEN 
k = k + 1 

END IE 
p » p + 1 

ELSE 
P a p + 1 

END IE 
END DO 

IE < INT<k + 1/2) .GT. INT(k/2) ) THEN 
x....coord__inside(s) = m 
y_coord_.inside(s) = n 
s = s + 1 

END IE 

END DO 
END DO 

no__Points__inside » s - i 

RETURN 
END 



112 TITLE 

SUBROUTINE 
■ 

D ISPLAY_J3L ICES JCOPJBQT ( image,size 
,no..„slices ) 

ABSTRACT 

THIS SUBROUTINE DISPLAY ALL 64 SLICES 
OF THE 3D OBJECT ON THE COMTAL. 
FIRST SLICE IS PLACED ON THE TOP LEFT 
HAND CORNER OF 

* 

THE SCREEN. 

HISTORY 

AUTHOR: NASSER DATE: l/MAR/84 PLACE: UTMS 

CONSTANTS 
y 

IMPLICIT NONE 

VARIABLES 

PASSED 

INTEGERA4 sise 
INTEGERA4 no...si ices 
INTEGERA2 image (size,size,no slices) 
INTEGERS IXI 
INTEGERA4 IYI 

INTERNAL 

INTEGESA4 si ice 
INTEGERA4 mult.._l 
INTEGERA4 

! 
mult_2 

ROUTINES CALLED 

! 
WRITE COMTAL BUFFER 
DISPLAY._COMTAL_.BUFFER 
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;  

! CODE 

mult._l = 0 
mult_2 * 1 
IXI » 0 
IYI = 512 - sise 
DO slice » 1, no... s lices 

CALL WRITE COMTAL BUFFER <image(1,1,siice),sise,IXI,IYI) 
IF (IXI .LT. 512-size) THEN 
mult^l * »ult_„l + 1 
IXI * mult__l A sise 

ELSE 
mult 1*0 
IXI * 0 
multJ2 * mult..„2 ♦ 1 
IYI * 512 - mult 2 A sise 

END IF 
END DO 

CALL DISPLAY.. COMTAL„..BUFFER 

! 
j 

RETURN 
END 
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I  — 
! TITLE 

SUBROUTINE SOETUARE.JDOUBLE ( image, dou ,..image, size ) 

! ABSTRACT 

THIS SUBROUTINE CREATES AN IMAGE DOUBLE THE 
■SIZE OE THE INPUT IMAGE. 

HISTORY 

! AUTHOR: NASSER DATE: l/MAR/84 PLACE: UTMS 

! VARIABLES 
; 

IMPLICIT . 
! 

! PASSED 
| 

NONE 

INTEGERS 
' INTEGERA2 

INTEGERA2 

size 
image (size,size) 
dou_.image (2Asize , 2Asize ) 

! INTERNAL 
; 

INTEGERA4 

I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
£ 

1 
H

 
1 

•> 

1 
•r4 

l 



CODE 

DO j » 1,size-1 
m ■ 2Aj - 1 

DO i = 1,size-1 
1 » 2Ai - 1 
dou_image(1,n) ■ imaged,j> 
do'j.._imaged + l ,m) » 

dou__imaged,m+l> = 

dou„imaged + lrm+l) 

END DO 
END DO 

RETURN 
END 

0.5 A imaged,j) 
+ 0.5 A imaged + l,j) 
0.5 A imaged,j) 
♦ 0.5 A imaged,j+1) 
a 0.25 A imaged, j) 

+ 0.25 A imaged,j + 1) 
+ 0.25 A imaged + 1, j + 1 ) 
+ 0.25 A image(i+l,j) 



116 TIILE 

SUBROUTINE 
* 

R0TATE.„2D_..IMAGE ( image,size,angle 
, rotated.,..image > 

ABSTRACT 

THIS SUBROUTINE ROTATES A 2D IMAGE EOR THE GIVEN ANGLE 

angle * rotation angle (degrees) 

HISTORY 

AUTHOR: NASSER DATE: l/MAR/84 PLACE: UTMS 

CONSTANTS 

IMPLICIT NONE 

VARIABLES 

PASSED 

INTEGERA4 size 
INTEGERA4 angle 
INTEGERA2 image (size,size) 
INTEGERA2 

! 
rotated.„image (size,size) 

! INTERNAL 
i 

! 

INTEGERA4 
REALA4 . 

i, j,rot„..i f rot_j, shift 
x, y, thita,pi 
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j      

! CODE 
i 

pi - 4.AAIAN<1 • ) 
thita = (piAangle) / 180. 
shift a size / 2 

DO j * 1,size 
DO i = l,size 

K = ELOAK i-shift)ACOS< thita) - ELOAK j-shift)ASIN< thita) 
y a ELOAK i-shift)AS IN<thita) + ELOAK j-shift)ACOS(thita) 

rot„i ■ INI ( x + ELOAKshift) + .5 > 
rot„„j » INI ( y + ELOAKshift) + .5 ) 

IE ( (rot__i .LX. 
rotated_image 

ELSE IE < ( rot._i 
rotated image 

ELSE 
rotated image 

END IE 

I) .OR. <rot_J .LT. 1) ) XHEN 
< i f J ) ■ 0 

.GT. size) .OR. (rot j .GT. size) 

<ifj) - 0 

<i,j) ■ image <rot_„if rot„J ) 

) XHEN 

END DO 
END DO 

! 
j 

REXURN 
END 
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TITLE 

SUBROUTINE FRONT_VIEU ( image, size, proj„_image ) 

ABSTRACT 

THIS SUBROUTINE 
IMAGE OF A 3_D 

FINDS THE PROJECTED 
OBJECT ON THE ZX PLANE. 

image = 3JD object 
size » size of the object 
projmimage * 2JD front projection of the object 

HISTORY 

AUTHOR: NASSER DATE: l/MAR/84 PLACE: UTMS 

CONSTANTS 

IMPLICIT 
! 

NONE 

VARIABLES 

PASSED 

INÏEGERA4 
INTEGERA2 
INTEGERA2 

! 

size 
image (size,size,size) 
projmimage (size,size) 

I INTERNAL 
! 

INTEGERA4 i,j,k 
INTEGER** dis„.l 
INTEGERA4 dis 2 
INTEGERA4 store 
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! —      

! CODE 
! 

DO k * l,sise 
DO i 3 l,size 

dis_„l ■ 500 
store * 0 
DO j * l,size 

IF (inaged, j,k) .NE. 0) THEN 
dis 2 ■ j 
IF <disJ2 .LE. dis„l) THEN 
store ■ j 
dis 1 a dis 2 

END IF 
END IF 

END DO 
IF (store .EQ. 0) THEN 
proj image (i,k) » 0 

ELSE 
proj image (i,k) * imaged,store,k) 

END IF " 
END DO 

END DO 

RETURN 
END 


